INSCRIPTION AUX EPREUVES DU TCF
Please return to:
Alliance Française de Pasadena
232 N. Lake Ave. Suite 105
Pasadena, CA 91101
Info.afdepasadena@gmail.com
To fill out this form, copy content and save on a word document
TCF ALL AUDIENCES

OTHER TCF

Compulsory
Compulsory + oral
Compulsory + written
Compulsory full

TCF Quebec
TCF ANF
TCF DAP

EXAM DATE

LAST NAME

MOTHER TONGUE

FIRST NAME

ADDRESS
M{} F{ }
CITY

D.O.B.
Month/Day/Year

CITY OF BIRTH

ZIP CODE

COUNTRY OF BIRTH

TELEPHONE

NATIONALITY

E-MAIL

PAYMENT: (Please indicate if billing name and address are different)
MONTANT: ______
MC[ ] VISA[ ] #__________________________________EXP. DATE:_____________ Security Code:______

DECLARATION BY CANDIDATE - PLEASE READ CAREFULLY BEFORE SIGNING

1. I understand that the fee is non refundable and cannot be transferred to a future
examination session.
2. It is the candidate’s responsibility to check that their names and details are
correct on the confirmation of enrolment, as they appear on their passport.
The same details will appear on the attestation.
3. Once set, the schedule of oral examination dates and times may not be altered.
4. Candidates should arrive at the time indicated on the notification of examination
timetable, which they will be receiving by email, and wait at the reception desk until
the teacher or the coordinator drive them to the examination class. Late arrivals will
NOT be accommodated.
5. Oral examinations may be taken late in the evening. There may be a long gap
between a candidate’s written and oral examinations. I understand that my oral
examination will be recorded.
6. Candidates will be required to bring official proof of identity on their examination
day and the notification of examination timetable. Only passports, national ID cards
and photo driving licenses will be accepted. Failure to produce one of the abovementioned

7. Results are due four to six weeks after the examination day. Candidates will be
informed by email when we will receive the results. No scores will be given by email
or phone to candidates.
8. “Attestations” must be collected by the candidate at the examination centre
within 4 weeks of notification and with official proof of identity. Certificate will be
sent by post only upon request.
9. I understand that exam dates may be subject to alterations or cancellations in
cases of force majeure. Due to insufficient number of candidates, the Institute
reserve the right to cancel the exam.

“I agree to be bound by the regulations for the TCF examinations”

Date

Month/Day/Year

Signature

